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The early Earth’s environment is controversial. Climatic estimates
range from hot to glacial, and inferred marine pH spans strongly
alkaline to acidic. Better understanding of early climate and ocean
chemistry would improve our knowledge of the origin of life and its
coevolution with the environment. Here, we use a geological carbon
cycle model with ocean chemistry to calculate self-consistent histo-
ries of climate and ocean pH. Our carbon cycle model includes an
empirically justified temperature and pH dependence of seafloor
weathering, allowing the relative importance of continental and sea-
floor weathering to be evaluated. We find that the Archean climate
was likely temperate (0–50 °C) due to the combined negative feed-
backs of continental and seafloor weathering. Ocean pH evolves
monotonically from 6.6+0.6−0.4 (2σ) at 4.0 Ga to 7.0
+0.7
−0.5 (2σ) at the Ar-
chean–Proterozoic boundary, and to 7.9+0.1−0.2 (2σ) at the Proterozoic–
Phanerozoic boundary. This evolution is driven by the secular decline
of pCO2, which in turn is a consequence of increasing solar luminos-
ity, but is moderated by carbonate alkalinity delivered from conti-
nental and seafloor weathering. Archean seafloor weathering may
have been a comparable carbon sink to continental weathering, but
is less dominant than previously assumed, and would not have in-
duced global glaciation. We show how these conclusions are robust
to a wide range of scenarios for continental growth, internal heat
flow evolution and outgassing history, greenhouse gas abundances,
and changes in the biotic enhancement of weathering.
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Constraining the climate and ocean chemistry of the earlyEarth is crucial for understanding the emergence of life, the
subsequent coevolution of life and the environment, and as a
point of reference for evaluating the habitability of terrestrial
exoplanets. However, the surface temperature of the early Earth
is debated. Oxygen isotopes in chert have low δ18O values in the
Archean (1). If this isotope record reflects the temperature-
dependent equilibrium fractionation of 18O and 16O between sil-
ica and seawater, then this would imply mean surface temperatures
around 70 ± 15 °C at 3.3 Ga (2). A hot early Earth is also supported
by possible evidence for a low viscosity Archean ocean (3), and the
thermostability of reconstructed ancestral proteins (4), including
those purportedly reflective of Archean photic zone temperatures
(5). Silicon isotopes in cherts have also been interpreted to infer
60–80 °C Archean seawater temperatures (6).
Alternatively, the trend in δ18O over Earth history has been
interpreted as a change in the oxygen isotope composition of
seawater (7), or hydrothermal alteration of the seafloor (8).
Isotopic analyses using deuterium (9) and phosphates (10) report
Archean surface temperatures <40 °C. Archean glacial deposits
(ref. 11 and references therein) also suggest an early Earth with
ice caps, or at least transient cool periods. A geological carbon
cycle model of Sleep and Zahnle (12) predicts Archean and
Hadean temperatures below 0 °C due to efficient seafloor
weathering. An analysis combining general circulation model
(GCM) outputs with a carbon cycle model predicts more mod-
erate temperatures at 3.8 Ga (13). Resolving these conflicting
interpretations would provide a better understanding of the
conditions for the origin and early evolution of life.
Ocean pH is another important environmental parameter
because it partitions carbon between the atmosphere and ocean
and is thus linked to climate. Additionally, many biosynthetic
pathways hypothesized to be important for the origin of life are
strongly pH dependent (14–16), and so constraining the pH of
the early ocean would inform their viability. Furthermore, bac-
terial biomineralization is favorable at higher environmental pH
values because this allows cells to more easily attract cations
through deprotonation (17). Arguably, low environmental pH
values would be an obstacle to the evolution of advanced life due
to biomineralization inhibition (18). Finally, many pO2 proxies
are pH dependent (19–21), and so understanding the history of
pH would enable better quantification of the history of pO2.
However, just as with climate, debate surrounds empirical
constraints on Archean ocean pH. Empirical constraints are
scant and conflicting. Based on the scarcity of gypsum pseudo-
morphs before 1.8 Ga, Grotzinger and Kasting (22) argued that
the Archean ocean pH was likely between 5.7 and 8.6. However,
others note the presence of Archean gypsum as early as 3.5 Ga
(23); its scarcity could be explained by low sulfate (24). Blättler
et al. (24) interpreted Archean Ca isotopes to reflect high Ca/
alkalinity ratios, which in turn would rule out high pH and high
pCO2 values. Friend et al. (25) argued for qualitatively circum-
neutral to weakly alkaline Archean ocean pH based on rare
Earth element anomalies.
Significance
The climate and ocean pH of the early Earth are important for
understanding the origin and early evolution of life. However,
estimates of early climate range from below freezing to over
70 °C, and ocean pH estimates span from strongly acidic to
alkaline. To better constrain environmental conditions, we
applied a self-consistent geological carbon cycle model to the
last 4 billion years. The model predicts a temperate (0–50 °C)
climate and circumneutral ocean pH throughout the Precam-
brian due to stabilizing feedbacks from continental and sea-
floor weathering. These environmental conditions under which
life emerged and diversified were akin to the modern Earth.
Similar stabilizing feedbacks on climate and ocean pH may
operate on earthlike exoplanets, implying life elsewhere could
emerge in comparable environments.
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Theoretical arguments for the evolution of ocean pH also dis-
agree. By analogy with modern alkaline lakes, Kempe and Degens
(26) argued for a pH 9–11 “soda ocean” on the early Earth, but
mass balance challenges such an idea (27). Additionally, high pH
oceans (>9.0) would shift the NH3–NH4+ aqueous equilibrium
toward NH3, which would volatilize and fractionate nitrogen iso-
topes in a way that is not observed in marine sediments (28). The
conventional view of the evolution of ocean pH is that the secular
decline of pCO2 over Earth history has driven an increase in ocean
pH from acidic to modern slightly alkaline. For example, Halevy
and Bachan (29) modeled ocean chemistry over Earth history with
prescribed pCO2 and climate histories, and reported a monotonic
pH evolution broadly consistent with this view. However, it has
also been argued that seafloor weathering buffered ocean pH to
near-modern values throughout Earth history (12).
On long timescales, both climate and ocean pH are controlled
by the geological carbon cycle. The conventional view of the
carbon cycle is that carbon outgassing into the atmosphere–
ocean system is balanced by continental silicate weathering and
subsequent marine carbonate formation (30, 31). The weather-
ing of silicates is temperature and pCO2 dependent, which pro-
vides a natural thermostat to buffer climate against changes in
stellar luminosity and outgassing. This mechanism is widely be-
lieved to explain the relative stability of Earth’s climate despite a
∼30% increase in solar luminosity since 4.0 Ga (31).
A possible complimentary negative feedback to continental
weathering is provided by seafloor weathering. Such weathering
occurs when the seawater circulating in off-axis hydrothermal
systems reacts with the surrounding basalt and releases cations,
which then precipitate as carbonates in the pore space (32, 33). If
the rate of basalt dissolution and pore-space carbonate pre-
cipitation depends on the carbon content of the atmosphere–
ocean system via pCO2, temperature, or pH, then seafloor
weathering could provide an additional negative feedback (12).
The existence of a negative feedback to balance the carbon cycle
on million-year timescales is undisputed. Without it, atmospheric
CO2 would be depleted, leading to a runaway icehouse, or would
accumulate to excessive levels (34). However, the relative importance
of continental and seafloor weathering in providing this negative
feedback, and the overall effectiveness of these climate-stabilizing and
pH-buffering feedbacks on the early Earth are unknown.
In this study, we apply a geological carbon cycle model with
ocean chemistry to the entirety of Earth history. The inclusion of
ocean carbon chemistry enables us to model the evolution of ocean
pH and realistically capture the pH-dependent and temperature-
dependent kinetics of seafloor weathering. This is a significant
improvement on previous geological carbon cycle models (e.g., refs.
12 and 35) that omit ocean chemistry and instead adopt an arbi-
trary power-law dependence on pCO2 for seafloor weathering
which, as we show, overestimates CO2 drawdown on the early
Earth. By coupling seafloor weathering to Earth’s climate and
the geological carbon cycle, we calculate self-consistent histories
of Earth’s climate and pH evolution, and evaluate the relative
importance of continental and seafloor weathering through time.
The pH evolution we calculate is therefore more robust than that
of Halevy and Bachan (29) because, unlike their model, we do not
prescribe pCO2 and temperature histories.
Our approach remains agnostic on unresolved issues, such as
the history of continental growth, internal heat flow, and the
biological enhancement of weathering, because we include a
broad range of values for these parameters. Our conclusions are
therefore robust to uncertainties in Earth system evolution. We
find that a hot early Earth is very unlikely, and pH should, on
average, have monotonically increased since 4.0 Ga, buffered
somewhat by continental and seafloor weathering.
Methods
The geological carbon cycle model builds on that described in Krissansen-
Totton and Catling (36). Here, we summarize its key features, and addi-
tional details are provided in the SI Appendix. The Python source code is
available on GitHub at github.com/joshuakt/early-earth-carbon-cycle.
Wemodel the time evolution of the carbon cycle using two separate boxes
representing the atmosphere–ocean system and the pore space in the sea-
floor (Fig. 1 and SI Appendix A). We track carbon and carbonate alkalinity
fluxes into and between these boxes, and assume that the bulk ocean is in
equilibrium with the atmosphere.
Many of the parameters in ourmodel are uncertain, and sowe adopt a range
of values (SI Appendix, Table S1) based on spread in the literature rather than
point estimates. Each parameter range was sampled uniformly, and the for-
ward model was run 10,000 times to build distributions for model outputs such
as pCO2, pH, and temperature. Model outputs are compared with proxy data
for pCO2, temperature, and carbonate precipitation (SI Appendix D).
Continental silicate weathering is described by the following function:
Fsil = fbioflandFmodsil
 
pCO2
pCOmod2
!α
expðΔTS=TeÞ [1]
Here, fbio is the biological enhancement of weathering (see below), fland is
the continental land fraction relative to modern, Fmodsil is the modern conti-
nental silicate weathering flux (Tmol y−1), ΔTS = TS −TmodS is the difference in
global mean surface temperature, TS, relative to preindustrial modern, TmodS .
The exponent α is an empirical constant that determines the dependence of
weathering on the partial pressure of carbon dioxide relative to modern,
pCO2=pCO
mod
2 . An e-folding temperature, Te, defines the temperature de-
pendence of weathering. A similar expression for carbonate weathering is
described in SI Appendix A.
The land fraction, fland, and biological modifier, fbio, account for the
growth of continents and the biological enhancement of continental
weathering, respectively. We adopt a broad range of continental growth
curves that encompasses literature estimates (Fig. 2A and SI Appendix A). For
our nominal model, we assume Archean land fraction was anywhere be-
tween 10% and 75% of modern land fraction (Fig. 2A), but we also consider
a no-land Archean endmember (Fig. 2B).
To account for the possible biological enhancement of weathering in the
Phanerozoic due to vascular land plants, lichens, bryophytes, and ectomycorrhizal
fungi, we adopt a broad range of histories for the biological enhancement of
weathering, fbio (Fig. 2C). The lower end of this range is consistent with esti-
mates of biotic enhancement of weathering from the literature (37–39).
The dissolution of basalt in the seafloor is dependent on the spreading
rate, pore-space pH, and pore-space temperature (SI Appendix A). This for-
mulation is based on the validated parameterization in ref. 36. Pore-space
temperatures are a function of climate and geothermal heat flow. Empirical
Pore-space reservoir (mass MP)
Carbon content, CP, Alkalinity, AP
Fout
Pocean
2Pocean
2Fdiss 2PporePpore
Ocean pore-space mixing
global outgassing
marine carbonate
deposition
seafloor basalt dissolution and carbonate precipitation
seafloor
carbon fluxes
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Atmosphere-ocean reservoir
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carbonate and
silicate weathering
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Fig. 1. Schematic of carbon cycle model used in this study. Carbon fluxes
(Tmol C y−1) are denoted by solid green arrows, and alkalinity fluxes (Tmol eq y−1)
are denoted by red dashed arrows. The fluxes into/out of the atmosphere–ocean
system are outgassing, Fout, silicate weathering, Fsil, carbonate weathering, Fcarb,
and marine carbonate precipitation, Pocean. The fluxes into/out of the pore space
are basalt dissolution, Fdiss, and pore-space carbonate precipitation, Ppore. Alka-
linity fluxes are multiplied by 2 because the uptake or release of one mole of
carbon as carbonate is balanced by a cation with a 2+ charge (typically Ca2+). A
constant mixing flux, J (kg y−1), exchanges carbon and alkalinity between the
atmosphere–ocean system and pore space.
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data and fully coupled global climate models reveal a linear relationship
between deep ocean temperature and surface climate (36). Equations re-
lating pore-space temperature, deep ocean temperature, and sediment
thickness are provided in SI Appendix A.
Carbon leaves the atmosphere–ocean system through carbonate precipitation
in the ocean and pore space of the oceanic crust. At each time step, the carbon
abundances and alkalinities are used to calculate the carbon speciation, atmo-
spheric pCO2, and saturation state assuming chemical equilibrium. Saturation
states are then used to calculate carbonate precipitation fluxes (SI Appendix A).
We allow calcium (Ca) abundance to evolve with alkalinity, effectively assuming
no processes are affecting Ca abundances other than carbonate and silicate
weathering, seafloor dissolution, and carbonate precipitation. The consequences
of this simplification are explored in the sensitivity analysis in SI Appendix C. We
do not track organic carbon burial because organic burial only constitutes 10–
30% of total carbon burial for the vast majority of Earth history (40), and so the
inorganic carbon cycle is the primary control.
The treatment of tectonic and interior processes is important for specifying
outgassing and subduction flux histories. We avoid tracking crustal and
mantle reservoirs because explicitly parameterizing how outgassing fluxes
relate to crustal production and reservoirs assumes modern-style plate tec-
tonics has operated throughout Earth history (e.g., ref. 12) and might not be
valid. Evidence exists for Archean subduction in eclogitic diamonds (41) and
sulfur mass-independent fractionation in ocean island basalts ostensibly
derived from recycled Archean crust (42). However, other tectonic modes
have been proposed for the early Earth such as heat-pipe volcanism (43),
delamination and shallow convection (44), or a stagnant lid regime (45).
Our generalized parameterizations for heat flow, spreading rates, and
outgassing histories are described in SI Appendix A. Fig. 2D shows our assumed
range of internal heat flow histories compared with estimates from the lit-
erature. Spreading rate is connected to crustal production via a power law,
which spans endmember cases (SI Appendix A). These parameterizations
provide an extremely broad range of heat flow, outgassing, and crustal pro-
duction histories, and do not assume a fixed coupling between these variables.
We used a 1D radiative convective model (46) to create a grid of mean
surface temperatures as a function of solar luminosity and pCO2. The grid of
temperature outputs was fitted with a 2D polynomial (SI Appendix E). We
initially neglect other greenhouse gases besides CO2 and H2O, albedo changes,
and assumed a constant total pressure over Earth history. However, later we
consider these influences, such as including methane (CH4) in the Precambrian.
The evolution of solar luminosity is conventionally parameterized (47).
Our model has been demonstrated for the last 100 Ma against abundant
proxy data (36) and it can broadly reproduce Sleep and Zahnle (12) if we re-
place our kinetic formulation of seafloor weathering with their simpler CO2-
dependent expression (SI Appendix B). Agreement with ref. 12 confirms that
the omission of crustal and mantle reservoirs does not affect our conclusions.
Results
Fig. 3 shows the evolution of the geological carbon cycle over Earth
history according to our nominal model. Here, we have used our
kinetic parameterization of seafloor weathering rather than the ar-
bitrary pCO2 power law adopted in previous studies (SI Appendixes
A and B). We have also assumed a range of continental growth
curves (Fig. 2A), a range of Phanerozoic biological weathering en-
hancements (Fig. 2C), and a range of temperature dependencies of
weathering from ref. 36. Proxies for surface temperature, atmo-
spheric pCO2, and seafloor weathering flux are plotted alongside
model outputs for comparison (SI Appendix D). For all results, both
95% confidence intervals and median values are plotted for key
carbon cycle outputs. Median values are calculated at each time
step, and consequently their evolution does not necessarily resemble
the most probable time evolution of carbon cycle variables. In
practice, however, most individual model realizations tend to track
the median, at least qualitatively (SI Appendix A).
We observe that modeled temperatures are relatively constant
throughout Earth history, with Archean temperatures ranging from
271 to 314 K. The combination of continental and seafloor
weathering efficiently buffers climate against changes in luminosity,
outgassing, and biological evolution. This temperature history is
broadly consistent with glacial constraints and recent isotope
proxies (Fig. 3D). The continental weathering buffer dominates
over the seafloor weathering buffer for most of Earth history, but in
the Archean the two carbon sinks are comparable (SI Appendix,
Fig. S1). Indeed, if seafloor weathering were artificially held con-
stant, then continental weathering alone may be unable to effi-
ciently buffer the climate of the early Earth—the temperature
distribution at 4.0 Ga extends to 370 K, and the atmospheric pCO2
distribution extends to 7 bar (SI Appendix, Fig. S3).
In our nominal model, the median Archean surface temperature
is slightly higher than modern surface temperatures. If solar evolu-
tion were the only driver of the carbon cycle, then Archean tem-
peratures would necessarily be cooler than modern temperatures;
weathering feedbacks can mitigate this cooling but not produce
warming. Warmer Archean climates are possible because elevated
internal heat flow, lower continental land fraction, and lessened
biological enhancement of weathering all act to warm to Precam-
brian climate. These three factors produce a comparable warming
effect (SI Appendix, Fig. S17A and Appendix C), although the
magnitude of each is highly uncertain and so temperate Archean
temperatures cannot be uniquely attributed to any one variable.
Continental and seafloor weathering also buffer ocean pH
against changes in luminosity and outgassing. Ocean pH in-
creases monotonically over Earth history from 6.3–7.2 at 4.0 Ga,
to 6.5–7.7 at 2.5 Ga, and to the modern value of 8.2. The broad
range of parameterizations does not tightly constrain the history
of atmospheric pCO2, but the model pCO2 outputs encompass
paleosol proxies (Fig. 3B).
The results described above assume an Archean landmass frac-
tion between 0.1 and 0.75 times the modern land fraction. Next, we
consider the endmember scenario of zero Archean landmass. This
is unrealistic because abundant evidence exists for Archean land
(48). However, a zero land fraction case could represent a scenario
where continental fraction is sufficiently small that continental
silicate weathering becomes supply limited (e.g., ref. 49).
Fig. 4 shows model outputs for the zero land fraction case.
When continental weathering drops to zero, seafloor weathering
increases dramatically to balance the carbon cycle (Fig. 4F). This
is largely a consequence of the temperature-dependent feedback
of seafloor weathering. The climate warms by 10–15 K (Fig. 4D)
before the temperature-dependent seafloor weathering flux is
sufficiently large to balance the carbon cycle. Even in this ex-
treme case, the median Archean temperature is ∼305 K, and the
upper end of the temperature distribution at 4 Ga only extends
to ∼328 K, excluding a “hot” Archean of 60–80 °C. Archean
pCO2 (and pH) are slightly higher (lower) in the zero land case,
but the seafloor weathering feedback is still an effective buffer.
Finally, we investigated whether the inclusion of methane as a
Precambrian greenhouse gas would substantially change our results.
A B
C D
Fig. 2. Gray shaded regions are ranges assumed for selected model input
parameters. (A) Range of continental growth curves assumed in our nominal
model, fland. Various literature estimates are plotted alongside the model
growth curve (SI Appendix A). (B) Range of continental growth curves for an
endmember of no Archean land; (C) range for biological enhancement of
weathering histories, fbio; and (D) range of internal heat flow histories, Q,
compared with literature estimates (SI Appendix A).
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Fig. 5 shows model outputs where we have assumed 100 ppm
Proterozoic methane and 1% Archean methane levels (SI Appendix
E). The temperature changes are smaller than what might be expected
if only methane levels were changing. This is because pCO2
drops in response to the imposed temperature increase—pCO2
must drop otherwise weathering sinks would exceed source fluxes.
The pCO2 distribution at 4.0 Ga is shifted downward relative to the
nominal case with no other greenhouse cases, and ocean pH in-
creases in response to this pCO2 drop. Note that for parts of parameter
space where CO2/CH4 J 0.2 (50), our temperatures should be
considered upper limits because a photochemical haze would form,
cooling the climate (SI Appendix E).
Thus, even with considerable warming from an additional
greenhouse gas, the median temperature at 4.0 Ga is below
300 K, and the temperature distribution extends to 320 K, again
excluding a hot Archean. SI Appendix, Fig. S7 shows the results
for the most extreme case of no Archean land and high methane
abundances. Even in this extreme scenario, the seafloor weath-
ering flux successfully buffers the climate to a median 4.0 Ga
value of ∼310 K. Archean pH values are closer to circumneutral
when methane is included due to lower pCO2, but there is still a
monotonic evolution in pH over Earth history.
Discussion
Previously, Sleep and Zahnle (12) modeled the evolution of the
geological carbon cycle over Earth history and reported the
Hadean and Archean mean surface temperatures below 0 °C,
unless atmospheric methane abundances were very high. In con-
trast, we find that Archean temperatures were likely temperate,
regardless of methane abundances. This disparity can be ascribed
to the differing treatments of seafloor weathering. Sleep and
Zahnle (12) did not include ocean chemistry in their model (they
effectively fix pH), and were thus forced to parameterize seafloor
weathering using a power-law pCO2 dependence with a fitted ex-
ponent. This parameterization overestimates the role of Archean
seafloor weathering. Experiments with basalt dissolution reveal a
weak pH dependence and a moderate temperature dependence,
but no direct pCO2 dependence (see discussion in ref. 36).
The change from a CO2-dependent parameterization to a
temperature-dependent parameterization means the seafloor
weathering feedback better stabilizes climate against increasing
luminosity. For a purely temperature-dependent weathering
feedback, decreasing luminosity does not change climate, as
the weathering flux must remain constant to maintain carbon
cycle balance. Instead, CO2 adjusts upwards to maintain the
same temperature at lower insolation. In contrast, for a purely CO2-
dependent weathering feedback, a decrease in solar luminosity will
result in a temperature decrease (see also SI Appendix B). In short,
the pH-dependent and temperature-dependent seafloor weathering
parameterization we apply stabilizes climate and prevents a globally
glaciated early Earth. This result is broadly consistent with a single
time point at 3.8 Ga that calculated equilibrium surface tempera-
tures using a GCM and geological carbon cycle model (13).
The only way to produce Archean climates below 0 °C in our
model is to assume the Archean outgassing flux was 1–5× lower
than the modern flux (SI Appendix, Fig. S12). However, dra-
matically lowered Archean outgassing fluxes contradict known
outgassing proxies and probably require both a stagnant lid
tectonic regime and a mantle more reduced than zircon data
suggest, which lowers the portion of outgassed CO2 (SI Appendix
C). Moreover, even when outgassing is low, frozen climates are
not guaranteed (SI Appendix, Fig. S12).
Our model gives a monotonic evolution of ocean pH from
6.3–7.7 in the Archean (95% confidence), to 6.5–8.1 (95% con-
fidence) in the Proterozoic, and increasing to 8.2 in the modern
surface ocean. This history is broadly consistent with that of Halevy
and Bachan (29) (Figs. 3 and 4). Halevy and Bachan (29) tracked
Na, Cl, Mg, and K exchanges with continental and oceanic crust,
and related these fluxes to the thermal evolution of the Earth.
Minor constituents such as HS, NH3, Fe2+, and SO42- were also
considered. However, they prescribe many features of the carbon
cycle rather than apply a self-consistent model as we have done
here. Specifically, they imposed pCO2 to ensure near-modern
temperatures throughout Earth history. Consequently, the ex-
plicit temperature dependence of both seafloor and continental
weathering were omitted. Additionally, subduction and outgassing
were assumed to be directly proportional, a limited range of heat
flow histories were adopted, and continental silicate weathering
was described using an overall pCO2 power-law dependence with
no allowance for changing land fraction or biogenic enhancement
weathering. Thus, the uncertainty envelopes for the early Earth
ocean pH are underestimated in ref. 29 as can be seen by their
uncertainty diminishing further back in time. Good agreement with
the results of ref. 29 confirms that the details of ocean chemistry
A B C
D E F
Fig. 3. Nominal model outputs. Gray shaded regions represent 95% confidence intervals, and black lines are the median outputs. (A) Ocean pH with the 95%
confidence interval from Halevy and Bachan (29) plotted with red dashed lines for comparison. Our model predicts a monotonic evolution of pH from slightly acidic
values at 4.0 Ga to slightly alkaline modern values. (B) Atmospheric pCO2 plotted alongside proxies from the literature. (C) Global outgassing flux. (D) Mean surface
temperature plotted alongside glacial and geochemical proxies from the literature. Our model predicts surface temperatures have been temperate throughout Earth
history. (E) Continental silicate weathering flux. (F) Seafloor weathering flux plotted alongside flux estimates from Archean altered seafloor basalt. dep, deposit.
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are of secondary importance to pH evolution, and that the mono-
tonic evolution of pH is instead driven by solar luminosity evo-
lution, buffered by enhanced continental and seafloor weathering
under high pCO2 conditions. The two models also agree because
the carbon cycle buffers to near-modern temperatures, allowing
the constant temperature assumption of ref. 29, but there is no way
of knowing the effectiveness of the buffer without a self-consistent
model of the carbon cycle.
One caveat for our results is that the ocean chemistry is in-
complete. Specifically, Ca abundances in the ocean and pore space
are controlled entirely by alkalinity fluxes from continental and
seafloor weathering. In reality, Ca abundances are modulated by
other processes such as the hydrothermal exchange of Ca and Mg
in the seafloor, dolomitization, and clay formation (51). To explore
whether neglecting these processes would affect our results we
conducted sensitivity tests with a large ensemble of Ca evolutions
(SI Appendix C). High Archean Ca abundances might be expected
to produce more acidic oceans because carbonate abundances are
lower for the same saturation state. However, this effect is buffered
by decreases in Ca and CO32− activity coefficients (complexing),
and so model outputs look very similar to our nominal model for a
broad range of Ca abundance trajectories (SI Appendix, Fig. S9).
In our nominal climate model, we did not include the effects of
changing atmospheric pressure or albedo changes. These effects
are likely to be modest compared with the other sources of un-
certainty in our model. Lower surface albedo from a reduced
Archean land fraction can contribute at most 5 W/m2 of radiative
forcing (52), which would cause only a few degrees of warming.
Halving Archean total pressure—as has been suggested by pale-
opressure proxies (53)—would cool the Earth by ∼5 K because of
the loss of pressure broadening, thereby offsetting the lower land
fraction (54). Changes in cloud cover could, in principle, induce
larger warming, but the required conditions for >10 K warming
are highly speculative (52). In any case, the effects of pressure
changes and albedo changes are unlikely to affect our conclusions
because the temperature changes they induce will be compensated
by pCO2 variations to balance the carbon cycle. Sensitivity anal-
yses where massive amounts of Archean warming are imposed
(+30 K) still result in temperate surface temperatures because of
this pCO2 compensation (SI Appendix, Fig. S10).
Although our model outputs are broadly consistent with pale-
osol proxies and glacial constraints, some disagreement occurs
with selected seafloor weathering proxies. Proxies for seafloor
carbonate precipitation were estimated by using the average
carbonate abundances in Archean oceanic crust, scaled by the
model spreading rate at that time multiplied by an assumed
carbonatization depth (SI Appendix D). Our modeled seafloor
carbonate precipitation fluxes agree with that of Nakamura
and Kato (55) and Shibuya et al. (56), but undershoot crustal
carbonate abundances reported by Shibuya et al. (57) and
Kitajima et al. (58). It is difficult to construct a balanced carbon
cycle model with seafloor weathering fluxes in excess of
100 Tmol C/y as these latter two studies imply, and so the dis-
crepancy may be because those oceanic crust samples are not
representative of global carbonatization flux, or because some of
the carbonate is secondary. The only way to approach the car-
bonate abundances reported by Shibuya et al. (57) and Kitajima
et al. (58) is to impose very high Archean outgassing (e.g., up to
60× the modern flux; SI Appendix, Fig. S11), but even then the fit
is marginal. If high Archean crustal carbonate estimates were
truly primary, then Archean outgassing would have been very
high, and so Earth’s internal heat flow would have decreased
dramatically over Earth’s history, contrary to Korenaga (59).
We conclude that current best knowledge of Earth’s geologic
carbon cycle precludes a hot Archean. Our results are insensitive
to assumptions about ocean chemistry, internal evolution, and
weathering parameterizations, so a hot early Earth would require
some fundamental error in current understanding of the carbon
cycle. Increasing the biotic enhancement of weathering by several
orders of magnitude as proposed by Schwartzman (60) does not
produce a hot Archean because this is mathematically equivalent
to zeroing out the continental weathering flux (Fig. 4). In this case
the temperature-dependent seafloor weathering feedback buffers
the climate of the Earth to moderate temperatures (SI Appendix,
Fig. S14). Dramatic temperature increases (or decreases) due to
albedo changes also do not change our conclusions due to the
buffering effect of the carbon cycle (see above). If both conti-
nental and seafloor weathering become supply limited (e.g., refs.
49 and 61), then temperatures could easily exceed 50 °C. However,
in this case the carbon cycle would be out of balance, leading to
excessive pCO2 accumulation within a few hundred million years
unless buffered by some other, unknown feedback.
Conclusions
The early Earth was probably temperate. Continental and seafloor
weathering buffer Archean surface temperatures to 0–50 °C.
This result holds for a broad range of assumptions about the
evolution of internal heat flow, crustal production, spreading
rates, and the biotic enhancement of continental weathering.
A B C
D E F
Fig. 4. No Archean land endmember scenario. Panels A–F, lines, and, shadings
are the same as in Fig. 3. (E) Continental weathering drops to zero in the Ar-
chean, but (F) seafloor weathering increases due to its temperature dependence
to balance the carbon cycle. This causes an increase in surface temperature in
the Archean, (D) but conditions are still temperate throughout Earth history.
The evolution of (A) ocean pH and (B) pCO2 are similar to the nominal model.
dep, deposit.
A B C
D E F
Fig. 5. Default continental growth range with imposed 100 ppm methane in
the Proterozoic and 1%methane in the Archean. Panels A–F, lines, and, shadings
are the same as in Fig. 3. (D) Temperature increases sharply in the Archean due to
methane, but by less than what would be expected if pCO2 were unchanged. In
practice, there is a compensating decrease in atmospheric pCO2, (B) which must
occur to balance the carbon cycle. Otherwise temperatures would be too high and
weathering sinks would exceed outgassing sources. Because pCO2 is lower, Ar-
chean pH values are closer to circumneutral (A). dep, deposit.
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Even in extreme scenarios with negligible subaerial Archean land
and high methane abundances, a hot Archean (>50 °C) is unlikely.
Sub-0 °C climates are also unlikely unless the Archean outgassing
flux was unrealistically lower than the modern flux.
The seafloor weathering feedback is important, but less domi-
nant than previously assumed. Consequently, the early Earth would
not have been in a snowball state due to pCO2 drawdown from
seafloor weathering. In principle, little to no methane is required to
maintain a habitable surface climate, although methane should be
expected in the anoxic Archean atmosphere once methanogenesis
evolved (ref. 62, chap. 11).
Ignoring transient excursions, the pH of Earth’s ocean has evolved
monotonically from 6.6+0.6−0.4 at 4.0 Ga (2σ) to 7.0
+0.7
−0.5 at 2.5 Ga (2σ),
and 8.2 in the modern ocean. This evolution is robust to assumptions
about ocean chemistry, internal heat flow, and other carbon cycle
parameterizations. Consequently, similar feedbacks may con-
trol ocean pH and climate on other Earthlike planets with
basaltic seafloors and silicate continents, suggesting that life else-
where could emerge in comparable environments to those on our
early planet.
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Supplementary Material   
Appendix A: Additional Model Description  System of equations and weathering formulations The system of equations describing the carbon cycle model are as follows (1):  
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 Here, OC  and PC  are the concentrations of carbon (Tmol C kg-1) in the atmosphere-ocean and pore space, respectively. The carbon concentration in the pore-space is equivalent to the Dissolved Inorganic Carbon (DIC) abundance, P PDICC  , whereas carbon in the atmosphere-ocean reservoir is equal to marine dissolved inorganic carbon plus atmospheric carbon, O O 2DIC pCOC s  u , where s  is a scaling factor equal to the ratio of total number of moles per bar in the atmosphere divided by the mass of the ocean, 
 20 O1.8 10 moles/bars M u  , and 2pCO  is in bar. Similarly, O O=ALKA  and P P=ALKA  are the carbonate alkalinities in the atmosphere-ocean and pore space, respectively (Tmol eq kg-1). The global outgassing flux (Tmol C yr-1) is specified by outF , whereas the rates of continental silicate weathering and carbonate weathering are silF  and carbF , respectively (Tmol C yr-1). Seafloor weathering from basalt dissolution (Tmol eq yr-1) is dissF , and the precipitation flux of carbonates (Tmol C yr-1) in the ocean and pore space are given by oceanP   and poreP , respectively. The mass of the ocean and the pore space are given by 
21
O 1.35 10 kgM  u  and 19P 1.35 10 kgM  u , respectively (2). We do not track crustal and mantle reservoirs of carbon because of the difficulties associated with coupling crustal and mantle reservoirs described in the main text, and also because it enables us to reverse the direction of integration as the atmosphere-ocean system is always in quasi steady state (1).  Continental carbonate weathering is described by a similar function to continental silicate weathering (see main text), but we allow for a different pCO2 dependence:    mod 2carb carb Smod
2
pCO exp
pCObio land e
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  (S2) 
2  Here,  is the exponent defining the pCO2 dependence of carbonate weathering, and modcarbF  is the modern carbonate weathering flux (Tmol C yr-1).  The dissolution of basalt in the seafloor, dissF  , is described using the following parameterization:  
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 Here dissk  is a proportionality constant chosen to match the modern flux, spread-rater  is the spreading rate (see main text), R  is the universal gas constant, +
P
Hª º¬ ¼  is the hydrogen ion molality in the pore-space, and mod+
P
Hª º¬ ¼  is the modern molality. The exponent  ranges from 0 to 0.5 based on kinetic experiments of the dissolution of basalt (see discussion in (1)).  The temperature of the pore space is poreT  (K), and the temperature dependence of basalt dissolution is described by an effective activation energy, bas 60 100E  kJ/mol (1).   Relationship between pore water and ocean temperature  
By	Fourier’s	Law,	the	temperature	of	the	pore	space	will	also	depend	on	the	heat	flow	from	the interior relative to modern, Q , and the ocean sediment thickness, thickS , as:   Pore thickDT T QS K    (S4) Here, K  is conductivity of sediments. Throughout the Cenozoic and Mesozoic, the pore space is approximately 9 K warmer than the deep ocean (3). Modern sediment thickness is ~700m (4), and modern relative heat flow is 1Q . We thus fit the effective conductivity to be 700 9 77.8K    m/K. Relative heat flow at earlier times is defined below. We assumed a range of sediment thickness evolutions given by:    thick sed700( )(1 41 )fS t   (S5) Here, sedf  is the relative depth of sediments at 4.0 Ga, assumed to range 0.2 to 1. This range reflects the possible effects of lower Archean land fraction on marine sedimentation depth.  Land fraction and biological enhancement of weathering  Relative land fraction, landf  ,  is specified by the equation:   
Archean grow
10,1
1 (1 ) exp( 10( ))land
f max
L t t
  (S6)  
3  Here, ArcheanL  is the land fraction in the Archean relative to modern, t  is the time (Ga), and 
growt =2-3 Ga is the time the continents grew from their Archean value to modern values. We nominally assume ArcheanL =0.1-0.75, but later set ArcheanL =-0.2 to represent a zero Archean land mass scenario. Equation (S6) describes a smooth step function that transitions from 1 to  ArcheanL  at growt  (Fig. 2a). The maximum value is necessary to prevent negative land fractions when modeling scenarios where the land fraction drops to zero at growt  (Fig. 2b). Our assumed function for the evolution of land fraction is compared to various literature estimates in Fig. 2a (5-9).  Note that landf  in equation (S6) refers to emergent continent, whereas continental grow curves in Fig. 2a purportedly track the volume of continental crust. Early continents may 
have	been	submerged	due	to	the	early	Earth’s	thermal state (10), and so the growth of continental crustal volume may or not map to emergent continental fraction. Note however, that there is rare Earth element evidence for extensive continental weathering at 2.7 Ga (11). In any case, the broad range of growth histories we consider, including zero emerged Archean continents, accounts for the possibility of submerged continents.  The biological modification of weathering, biof  , is specified by the following function:   
Precambrian
11
1 (1 ) exp( 10( ))b bio
io B t
f
t
  (S7)  Here, biot  =0.6 Ga is the time at which a stepwise increase in weatherability occurs, and 
PrecambrianB  is the relative Precambrian weatherability which ranges from 0.1-1.  Equation (S7) also describes a smoothly varying step function from 1 to PrecambrianB  at 4.0 Ga.  Internal heat flow evolution, tectonics, and outgassing parameterizations  Internal heat flow relative to modern is specified by:   (1 / 4.5) outnQ t   (S8)  We allow the outgassing exponent, outn , to vary from 0 to 0.73. Fig. 2d shows the range of 
heat	flow	histories	assumed	in	this	model	compared	to	various	estimates	of	Earth’s	heat	flow from the literature (12-15), including both the conventional view of declining heat flow (12) and relatively constant heat flow (14).  We relate global outgassing to heat flow using a power law:   modout out mF F Q   (S9)  Here, modoutF  is the modern outgassing flux, and the exponent, m , ranges from 1 to 2. Given that our assumed range of heat flow histories allow relative heat flow at 4.0 Ga to vary from 1-5 times modern (eq. (S8)), this implies Archean outgassing could be anywhere between 1 
4  to 25 times modern levels,  an extremely broad range driven by current uncertainty in the history of Q  (Fig. 2d). We relate heat flow, crustal production, crust-prodr , and spreading rate, 
spread-rater , using the following set of equations:  crust-prod
spread-rate crust-prod( )
r Q
r r Q
  (S10)  Here,  ranges from 0 to 2. An exponent of zero represents the endmember scenario whereby spreading rates are insensitive to crustal production. This could be because the tectonic mode of the early Earth is different to the modern, or because the maximum depth at which water-rock reactions occur is unchanged despite greater crustal thickness. An exponent of 2 represents the other endmember of a strong relationship between heat flow and the volume of oceanic crust available for seawater-rock interactions (16, p. 597).   Equilibrium chemistry of the ocean and carbonate precipitation Carbonate alkalinity (ALK) and dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) have the following standard definitions in our model:  > @2- -3 3 2
2- -
3 3
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  (S11) 
Given carbon and alkalinity in the atmosphere-ocean  O O, ALKC  or the pore-space 
 P P, ALKC , we can calculate ocean chemistry using the following set of equations:  > @
22 2 CO
CO aq = pCO ×H   (S12)  > @ *2 1-3 +CO aq ×KHCO = Hª º¬ ¼ ª º¬ ¼   (S13)  - *3 22-3 +HCO ×KCO = Hª º¬ ¼ª º¬ ¼ ª º¬ ¼   (S14)  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  (S15) 
  +10- log HpH ª º ¬ ¼   (S16)  Here, 
2CO
H  is	the	Henry’s	law	constant	for	CO2, > @2CO aq  is the sum of the concentrations of free CO2 and H2CO3, and *1K  and *2K  are the first and second apparent dissociation constants of carbonic acid, respectively. Temperature-dependent expressions for these constants along with a derivation of equation (S15) can be found in Krissansen-Totton and Catling (1). The scaling factor, s , is also described in (1). At each time-step, this set of equations is solved separately for the ocean and the pore-space by substitution the generic carbon concentration and alkalinity  , ALKC  for  O O, ALKC  and  P P, ALKC , respectively.  
5  In the nominal model, calcium abundances evolve dynamically with alkalinity:  > @ > @2+ 2+initial initialCa = 0.5( ALK - ALK ) + Caª º ª º¬ ¼ ¬ ¼   (S17) This effectively assumes the only process affecting calcium abundances is alkalinity delivery from continental and seafloor weathering. However, later we relax this assumption to allow for a very broad range of calcium molality evolutions (see Appendix B).  At each time step, the saturation state of the ocean and the pore-space are calculated from the calcium and carbonate molalities:  2+ 2- 2+ 2-3 3O PO P
sp sp
Ca CO Ca CO
and
K K
ª º ª º ª º ª º¬ ¼ ¬ ¼ ¬ ¼ ¬ ¼:  :    (S18) Here,  sp spK = K T  is the temperature-dependent solubility product, the equation for which is described in Krissansen-Totton and Catling (1).  Fluxes of carbonate precipitation in the ocean and pore space of the oceanic crust are parameterized as follows:  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Here, the constants oceank  and porek  are chosen to fit the modern fluxes (see Table S2). The saturation state of the ocean, O: , and the pore space, P: , are calculated from ocean equilibrium chemistry as described above.   Justification for linear relationship between surface and deep ocean temperatures  In Fig. 7 of Krissansen-Totton and Catling (1) we presented GCM outputs and proxy data validating the linear relationship between surface temperatures and deep ocean temperatures. Fig. S18 shows an updated version of that figure where we extended the range to higher temperatures. There is a scarcity of fully coupled GCM outputs at these high temperatures, but we have added several data points simulating Earth at high insolation with different rotation rates (17), Cenomanian Cretaceous with 4x modern CO2 (18) and modern Earth with 4x CO2. These simulations produce equilibrium temperatures consistent with the trend line, validating our model parameterization. The high insolation and Cretaceous simulations assume a bathtub ocean that only extends to ~1300m, and although 
this	is	largely	below	the	thermocline	in	Earth’s	oceans,	further GCM simulations are needed to determine the precise relationship between deep ocean and surface temperatures. In light of the uncertainties in this relationship, we adopt a very broad range of gradients (grey region in Fig. S18).  Based on Fig. S18, the equation relating deep ocean temperature, DT  (K), to mean surface temperatures, ST  (K) is given by:  D grad S int Smax{min{ , },271.15}T a T b T    (S20) We assume a broad gradient range grada =0.8 to 1.4, whereas the intercept, intb , is chosen to ensure consistency with modern surface and deep ocean temperatures (1). The minima and maxima ensure deep ocean temperatures do not exceed surface temperatures, or pass 
6  below the freezing point of salt water (ensures the red shaded region in Fig. S18 is prohibited).   The references for the GCMs plotted in Fig. S18 are: Li, et al. (19), Stouffer and Manabe (20), Danabasoglu and Gent (21), Chandler, et al. (18), and Way, et al. (17). These studies were chosen because they used fully coupled atmosphere-ocean GCMs with complete ocean circulation. Paleocene-Eocene Thermal Maximum (PETM) temperatures were sourced from Jones, et al. (22), Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) from Clark, et al. (23), and Cretaceous proxies from a composite dataset described in Krissansen-Totton and Catling (1). See Krissansen-Totton and Catling (1) for further explanation of GCM and proxy data.  Interpretation of median model outputs  Both 95% confidence intervals and median model outputs are reported in our results. Broadly speaking, individual model realizations undergo similar qualitative evolutions to the median curve. For example, Fig. S4a shows the surface temperature evolution for our nominal model in addition to 100 individual realizations drawn at random from the 10,000 used to generate confidence intervals. However, median curves cannot be used to infer the relative magnitude of swings in carbon cycle variables over Earth history. The individual realizations often exhibit much larger (or smaller) swings in variables than the median. For example, Fig. S4b shows all individual realizations with a 4.0 Ga temperature within 2 K of the nominal model median. Consequently, the evolution of the 95% confidence interval is the more important output because it shows the full range of probable outcomes. The median simply provides a convenient way to compare the average of envelopes.  
Appendix B:  Model validation and comparison with previous studies For comparative purposes, we reproduced the model outputs of Sleep and Zahnle (13) who also modeled the evolution of the geological carbon cycle over Earth history. To replicate their results we replace our kinetic formulation of seafloor weathering (equation (S3)) with their pCO2 and spreading rate dependence:   2diss diss spread-rate mod
2
pCO
pCO
F k r   (S21)  Additionally, we assume no changes in land fraction ( land 1f ), no biological enhancement of weathering ( bio 1f ), and change our initial conditions to match their model assumptions. All other model parameters are unchanged. Our model outputs are plotted alongside those of Sleep and Zahnle (13) in Fig. S2 (dashed line). In general, our model envelope encompasses their outputs. The only exception to this is atmospheric pCO2, which is lower in our model. This is unsurprising because our model uses a different climate model with larger average climate sensitivity over the range of atmospheric pCO2 explored in Fig. S2. This higher climate sensitivity is better in line with GCM and paleoclimate estimates (1, 24), and so pCO2 is lower for the same changes in temperature. The agreement between the models confirms that the omission of crustal and mantle reservoirs does not affect our conclusions.  Similarly, our model can reproduce the results of Franck, et al. (25), who also applied a geological carbon cycle model to predict the evolution of atmospheric pCO2 and 
7  temperature over Earth history. When Franck, et al. (25) adopted a strong pCO2 dependence for seafloor weathering (essentially equation (S21) with	μ=1),	then	their	model	predicts	Archean temperatures well below freezing. When seafloor weathering kinetics are neglected, then their model predicts high Archean temperatures, which is also consistent with our model (see Fig. S3).  As noted in the main text, the main reason our nominal model results differ from those of Sleep and Zahnle (13) is because they assumed seafloor weathering is an exclusively CO2 dependent feedback, whereas we allow for the temperature-dependence of weathering and effectively adopt a very weak CO2 dependence via a pore-space pH dependence. This can be seen by plotting the relationship between atmospheric pCO2 and pore space pH in our model (Fig. S5a). Note that there is no precise relationship because of the degeneracies in the carbonate chemistry system; in fact, the scatter would be even wider if we included sensitivity test outputs (e.g. varying Calcium). Nonetheless, we can derive an approximate pCO2-pH relationship for illustrative purposes via linear regression:  10 2log ( CO ) 1.34 pH+8.44p   u   (S22) Using the definition of pH (equation (S16)), this can be recast in terms of hydrogen molality:  + 8.44 (1/1.34)2PH 10 COpª º  u¬ ¼   (S23)  In our nominal model, seafloor dissolution is related to hydrogen molality of the pore space by an exponent, J  (equation (S3)), which varies from 0 to 0.5. This implies that the overall pCO2 dependence of seafloor weathering in our model is ( /1.34)2COp J , where the exponent 
 /1.34J   now ranges 0 to 0.37. This is a weak direct pCO2 dependence compared to that of Sleep and Zahnle (13) (Fig. S5b). Furthermore, the gradients of individual model realizations are typically steeper than the best fit straight line, which would imply an even weaker pCO2 dependence. Sleep and Zahnle (13) adopted values of 0.4 and 1.0 in their seafloor weathering exponent, and they did not include a direct temperature dependence. In contrast, our seafloor weathering parameterization (equation (S3)) has a strong temperature-dependence.  Why does shifting from a pCO2 dependent weathering feedback to a temperature dependent weathering feedback result in a more temperate Archean climate? Fig S6a compares ensembles of temperature histories for two illustrative endmember cases: (i) no CO2 dependence for both seafloor and continental weathering (red), and (ii), both the continental and seafloor weathering CO2 dependencies at the maximum extent of our chosen parameter ranges (green). In these calculations we also keep continental fraction, the biological enhancement of weathering, and internal heat flow constant such that the only important driver of the system is increasing solar luminosity (although there are other minor effects such as from changes in sediment thickness). Temperature is constant in case (i) because the only way to ensure the constant outgassing flux balances the weathering flux is for temperature to remain fixed, and for CO2 to decrease with time to compensate for the increase in luminosity. In contrast, in case (ii), CO2 remains relatively steady with time to ensure a constant weathering flux, and temperature therefore tracks increasing luminosity.  Fig. S6b illustrates this effect by contrasting the seafloor weathering parameterization used in this study, and that of Sleep and Zahnle (13). In this figure, we contrast temperature outputs from our nominal model (Fig. 3), and those of the exact same model except that we 
8  have adopted Sleep	and	Zahnle’s	(13) seafloor weathering function. This comparison differs from Fig. S2 because here we preserve the land fraction, biological enhancement of weathering and initial conditions of our nominal model; we are not trying to reproduce (13), but rather demonstrate how our nominal model changes dramatically merely by replacing the seafloor weathering function. Fig. S6b shows the same effect as in Fig. S6a. Recall the pCO2 exponent in (13) is 0.4 or 1.0 (in this figure an average of 0.7 was used), whereas in our model the effective exponent, via pH dependence, is 0-0.37. By weakening the CO2 dependent feedback of seafloor weathering and strengthening the temperature dependence, the climate is buffered to near-modern temperatures and a frozen Archean is precluded.   
Appendix C: Sensitivity tests  (i) Pore-space temperature unaffected by changes in internal heat flow. 
Using	the	Fourier’s	Law	to	relate	internal	heat flow to pore-space temperatures is somewhat speculative, and so here we consider the case where pore-space temperature is determined entirely by deep ocean temperature, with a constant temperature difference (9 K) between the deep ocean temperature and the pore space temperature. This approach was validated in Krissansen-Totton and Catling (1) for the Cenozoic and Mesozoic carbon cycle. Fig. S15 shows model outputs for this scenario. The difference between this case and the nominal model are very minor. The main difference is that the Archean seafloor weathering flux is slightly lower than the nominal model because of the pore-space is at a lower temperature.  (ii) Broad range of calcium abundance histories. Here we modify the calcium abundances in our model (equation (S17)) as follows:   2+ 2+ 2+
initial initial max
Ca = 0.5( ALK - ALK ) + Ca Ca exp( 4)t   (S24)  Here, the parameter 2+
max
Ca =0-0.5 mol/kg with a uniform distribution, and t  is the time in Ga. Model outputs for this broad range of calcium histories are shown in Fig. S8. This range spans plausible calcium histories from the literature. For instance Foriel, et al. (26) measured Ca abundances in 3.5 Ga fluid inclusions, and found the seawater source had 0.48 mol/kg Ca. This provides an upper limit on Archean Ca abundances because calcium may have been concentrated during evaporation. The calcium envelope derived from the model of Halevy and Bachan (27) has a maximum value of 0.3 mol/kg, also within our 0-0.5 mol/kg range. Note that De Ronde, et al. (28) reported Ca abundances in Archean seawater, but the relevant deposits were later shown to be of Quaternary age (29).   (iii) Broad range of calcium abundance histories with aqueous complexing. In our nominal model and sensitivity test (ii), we ignored changes in Ca and carbonate activity coefficients. However, for high Ca abundance runs (0-0.5 mol/kg Ca in the Archean), the effects of aqueous complexing cannot be ignored and so Fig. S8 is likely unrealistic. Activity coefficients for calcium and carbonate ions were calculated using the Pitzer equations with the commercial software package Aspen Plus. The methodology for implementing these calculations is described in Krissansen-Totton, et al. (30). Starting with modern Earth ocean composition (Table 6 in Krissansen-Totton, et al. (30), we incrementally increased the Ca abundance and re-calculated the activity coefficients for 
9  calcium,  2+Ca ,  and carbonate, 23CO . Sodium and chlorine ion abundances were adjusted at each new Ca value to preserve charge balance. Varying atmospheric pCO2 from 350 ppm to 0.5 bar did not dramatically change the activity coefficients of interest. Fig. S20 shows the product of the activities coefficients, relative to their value on the modern Earth, as calculated using Aspen Plus. We fitted these data with a 3rd order polynomial (Fig. S20):  2+ 23
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Here, 2Ca  is the calcium molality,	and	the	‘modern’	superscripts	denote	activity	coefficient values in the modern ocean. This equation was then used to modify the saturation state equations (equation (S18)) in our carbon cycle model:   2+ 2 2+ 23 3
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 (S26)  Fig. S9 shows model outputs when both these modified saturation state equations and variable Ca histories (case ii) are adopted. As reported in the main text, the acidifying effect of high Ca abundances and the pH buffering effect of lowered activity coefficients cancel out somewhat, and the resultant model outputs are very similar to the nominal model.  (iv) Extreme biotic enhancement of weathering In the nominal model we assume biotic enhancement of weathering may have increased continental weathering by up to one order of magnitude over Earth history. However, large biological modifications have been proposed (e.g. Schwartzman (31)). Here, we ran our calculations with PrecambrianB  ranging from 0.001 to 0.1 (uniformly sampled in logspace). This range allows for biological effects to increasing continental weathering rates by up to three orders of magnitude over Earth history. The model outputs are shown in Fig. S14. Even in this extreme scenario, Archean temperatures remain below 50°C because of the buffering effect of seafloor weathering.  Note also that this scenario is unlikely because it conflicts with Proterozoic pCO2 proxies.  (v) No seafloor weathering In this sensitivity test we hold seafloor weathering constant at its modern value. Because the modern flux is a small fraction of the continental weathering flux, this is roughly equivalent to setting seafloor weathering flux to zero. Fig. S3 shows the model outputs from this scenario. Extreme Archean temperatures (approaching 100°C) and pCO2 (several bar) are possible in this scenario, illustrating the importance of seafloor weathering as a negative feedback early in Earth history. Note however, that temperate climates still fall within the Archean surface temperature envelope, and so the uncertainties in our model parameters are too large to precisely quantify the relative importance of continental and seafloor buffers in the Archean.  (vi) Extreme Archean outgassing Xenon isotope tracers in Archean quartz suggest mantle outgassing at 3.3 Ga was 9.5±4.5 times greater than the modern flux (32), and would presumably have been even higher at 4.0 Ga.  This does not imply the total Archean outgassing flux was 9.5 times the modern flux 
10  since a large fraction of modern outgassing is sourced from metamorphic gases and recycled, subducted carbon, both of which are unlikely to scale by the same factor. However, high outgassing scenarios still ought to be considered. In this particular scenario we set outn=0.73, and allow m  to vary from 1-3. This allows Archean outgassing values that are up to 60x the modern flux. Even in this extreme scenario, Archean surface temperatures were most likely temperate, with only a small probability of temperatures exceeding 50°C (Fig. S11). Ocean pH evolution is comparable to the nominal model. This scenario shows an unrealistic outgassing flux several orders of magnitude larger than the modern is required to produce a hot early Earth.   We also consider the extreme scenario where Archean outgassing is lower than the modern. Some thermal history models predict heat flow in the Archean comparable to or even slightly lower than the modern (14). Specifically, if the Archean Earth were in a stagnant lid regime (e.g. 33) then total outgassing may have been lower due to the absence of arc and mid ocean ridge volcanism, and because melting is suppressed by a thick crust. For example, Tosi, et al. (34) estimated that for a mantle with IW+1 (Iron-Wustite) oxygen fugacity,  a stagnant lid Earth would outgas only 15 bar of CO2 over 2 Ga, or 1.4 Tmol/yr. This is approximately 20% of the modern flux. For this low-outgassing sensitivity test, we parametrized outgassing and heatflow as follows:   2mod mod Archout out out out1 1 / 4.5F F Q F f t   (S27) Here, Archoutf  is the outgassing flux at 4.0 Ga relative to the modern flux, which is assumed to range from 0.2 to 1.0 for this sensitivity test.   Fig. S12 shows model outputs for the low outgassing scenario described above. Less than half of the model runs result in a frozen Archean. However, an Archean outgassing flux five times less than the modern is probably unrealistic. In the stagnant lid calculations described above, a mantle redox state of IW+1 was assumed,	whereas	zircon	data	suggest	Earth’s	mantle redox has remained close to Quartz-Fayalite-Magnetite (IW+3.5) since the Hadean (e.g. 35). Increasing mantle redox on stagnant lid planets predicts dramatically higher CO2 fluxes (34). Additionally, low Archean outgassing contradicts the xenon outgassing proxies (32). Finally, geochemical and paleomagnetic evidence favors episodic subduction, and therefore greater outgassing, during the Archean over a permanent stagnant lid regime (36, 37). If atmospheric methane is added (Fig. S13), then frozen Archean climates can most likely be avoided, even with low outgassing.  (vii) Extreme albedo changes In this scenario we have artificially added 30 K of warming in the Archean to simulate possible warming from dramatically	lowering	Earth’s	albedo.	Surface	temperatures	increase by less than 30 K because there is a compensating decrease in pCO2 to balance the carbon cycle (Fig. S10). Archean temperatures remain temperate, and ocean pH values are more basic because of the lower pCO2. However, as noted in the main text, this scenario is speculative because 30 K warming requires an unrealistically large albedo change.  (vii) Stronger continental weathering thermostat In Krissansen-Totton and Catling (1) we perform an inverse analysis with our geological carbon cycle model and conclude the effective temperature of continental silicate 
11  weathering, eT , is very likely greater than 10°C, and hence we adopt the range eT =10-40°C in our nominal model. However, extrapolating this value to all of Earth history may not be appropriate, and so we also consider a more conventional range for the temperature dependence of continental weathering, eT =5-15°C (38-41). Fig. S16 shows out model outputs assuming these lower effective temperatures. None of our key conclusions are changed; median Archean temperatures are slightly cooler than the nominal model, and the pH envelope is slightly narrower.  (viii) Contributions to warm Archean temperatures As noted in the results section, if solar luminosity were the only variable driving the carbon cycle, then Archean surface temperatures would necessarily be lower than modern surface temperatures. This is not reflected in our nominal model outputs because reduced continental land fraction, lowered biological enhancement of weathering, and elevated heat flow all act to warm the early Earth.  In this sensitivity test we repeated our nominal model calculations four times. Firstly, we held continental land fraction, the biological enhancement of weathering, and internal heat flow constant throughout Earth history. This shows the climate evolution if only solar luminosity is increasing, buffered by weathering feedbacks. Next, we repeated our calculations restoring the land fraction parameter to its nominal range, but we maintained constant values biological enhancement and heat flow. Similarly, we repeated the calculations restoring nominal values for the biological enhancement of weathering and holding the continental fraction heat flow constant, and finally heat flow was varied whilst the other two variables were held constant. These three cases isolate the warming effect from each variable such that they can be quantitatively compared.   Fig. S17a shows the median surface temperature evolutions for all four cases described above, in addition to the nominal model (Fig. 3). In the absence of any modifiers (luminosity increase only), surface temperature increases monotonically over Earth history. However, decreased land fraction, reduced biological enhancement of weathering, and higher heat flow all contribute comparable amounts of warming, on average. Unsurprisingly, elevated heat flow has the largest warming effect in the early Archean when heat flow was highest, whereas the warming from lessened biological enhancement of weathering is a step change at the Proterozoic-Phanerozoic boundary. Because each variable makes similar magnitude contributions to Archean warming, albeit with large uncertainties, we cannot attribute a temperate Archean climate to any one factor.   Nonetheless, we can say definitively that lower Precambrian land fraction is not necessary for temperate Archean climates. Fig S17b compares nominal model temperature evolution to a scenario where land fraction is constant throughout Earth history. The constant land fraction case is somewhat cooler, but above-zero Archean temperatures remain highly probable.  
Appendix D: Proxy data The pCO2, temperature, and seafloor weathering proxies plotted alongside model outputs in Fig. 3-5 and many supplementary figures were sourced from a range of literature estimates. In order of increasing age, the glacial temperature constraints (green arrows) are Geboy, et 
al. (42), Kuipers, et al. (43), Williams (44), Ojakangas, et al. (45), Young, et al. (46), and de Wit and Furnes (47). Most of these constraints consist of diamictites or dropstones, and 
12  although paleolatitudes for many of these glacial deposits are uncertain or unknown, but we argue the existence of glacial deposits anywhere on Earth bounds global average temperatures to <25°C. The glaciation of Antarctica occurred approximately 35 Ma when global temperatures crossed below 20°C (48), and so an upper limit of 25°C is a more conservative estimate allowing for variations due to paleogeography. Of course, it is unclear whether the Precambrian glaciations reported in the literature represent transient glaciation or the long-term average temperature, hence the need for carbon cycle modeling. The other temperature constrains plotted on Fig. 3-5 are derived from δ18O and deuterium isotopes in 3.42 Ga cherts (49), and δ18O and organic phosphate (50).  Most of the atmospheric pCO2 constraints plotted in Fig. 3-5 are from paleosols. The proxies from Sheldon (51) and Driese, et al. (52) are derived from a mass balance model of weathering, whereas the higher estimates of Kanzaki and Murakami (53) are derived from explicit modeling of the aqueous chemistry of soils. The Precambrian pCO2 upper bound from Kah and Riding (54) is based on calcification of cyanobacterial sheaths.  The seafloor weathering constraints plotted on Fig. 3-5 are derived from carbonate abundances in hydrothermally altered Precambrian oceanic crust. These carbonate abundances are converted to fluxes by assuming a broad range of crustal production rates (see below). Nakamura and Kato (55) measured carbonate content in 3.46 Ga altered seafloor basalt, and found that if the Archean crustal production rate was 5x greater than today, and the depth of alteration was 500 m, then the seafloor weathering sink would be 38 Tmol C/yr. Therefore, for modern crustal production rates, the flux would be 7.6 Tmol C/yr. Using our parameterizations for spreading rate with their associated ranges (equation (S10)), the maximum possible seafloor weathering flux is 7.6×1012×Q2 = 7.6×1012×[(1-3.46/4.5)-0.73]2= 65 Tmol C/yr. Thus based on the Nakamura and Kato (55) data, the 3.46 Ga seafloor weathering flux could be anywhere from 7.6-65 Tmol C/yr, and this is the interval plotted in Fig. 3-5. Similarly, the carbonate abundances measured in 2.6 Ga altered seafloor by Shibuya, et al. (56) implies a seafloor weathering sink of 2.6 Tmol C/yr assuming modern spreading rate. If our model maximum spreading rate at 2.6 Ga the flux is 9.1 Tmol C/yr, and so the range 2.6-9.1 Tmol C/yr is plotted on Fig. 3-5. Similar calculations using the carbonate abundances reported in Shibuya, et al. (57) and Kitajima, et al. (58) yield flux ranges of 42-260 Tmol C/yr, and 28-250 Tmol C/yr, respectively.  
Appendix E: Climate model description and polynomial fit  The 1D radiative convective climate model used here was originally developed in Kasting and Ackerman (59) and was recently applied in studies on topics related to the habitable zones of different stars (60), the atmospheres of Earth-like planets around various stellar types (61-63), clouds in exoplanet atmospheres (64, 65), exoplanet false positive biosignatures (66), possible climates for Proxima Centauri b (67), and the climate of the early Earth (68, 69). Its suite of radiatively active gases include O3, CO2, H2O, O2, CH4, and C2H6 whose mixing ratios can be set from an input file, or passed to it from a photochemical 
model.	The	model	uses	a	δ-2 stream multiple scattering algorithm to calculate net absorbed solar radiation in each layer (70) with 38 spectral intervals spanning	from	0.2	to	4.2	μm.	Net	outgoing IR radiation is computed with separate correlated-k coefficients using 55 spectral intervals spanning 0-15,000 cm-1. This 1D model has been found to agree with 3D GCM model results within about 2-5 K for Archean earth simulations (69) (also see below for an additional GCM comparison).   
13  We assume an Earth-mass planet with a surface albedo of 0.32, which includes the radiative effects of water clouds (60). We apply a Manabe/Wetherald relative humidity model for the troposphere (71) and specify a surface relative humidity of 0.8. Our relative humidity parameterization is described in more detail in Pavlov, et al. (72). The model atmosphere is divided into 101 layers up to 7x10-5 bar. The model is considered converged when the incoming solar flux is balanced with the outgoing reflected and radiated fluxes.  The model output grid is plotted in Fig. S19 alongside the 4th order polynomial fit to these outputs. The polynomial fit to the model outputs is given by:  
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x y x y x y y x y x y x  (S28) Here, 10 2log ( )x pCO  where pCO2 is in bar, and relativey L  .  Our 1D radiative-convective climate model outputs are comparable to more sophisticated GCM simulations of Archean climate. Fig S21 compares our climate model, or rather the polynomial fit to our model, to Archean GCM simulations from Charnay, et al. (73), and the two temperature plots match quite closely, although the GCM has higher climate sensitivity, possibly due to cloud feedbacks.  To investigate the effect of methane, we calculated two additional climate model grids assuming 100 ppm methane, representing a high Proterozoic estimate (74), and 1% methane, representing a high Archean estimate (75). These model outputs were fitted with the following polynomials:   
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y x y x y x y xy  (S30)  Here, 10 2log ( )x pCO  where pCO2 is in bar, and relativey L  as before. Fig. S22 and S23 show the climate model outputs plus polynomial fits for the low and high methane cases, respectively. Finally, Fig. S24 shows a comparison of the three parameterizations (no methane, 100 ppm methane, and 1% methane) for 0.75relativeL .   
14  The climate model used to produce the polynomial fits described above did not include photochemistry. To test the impact of photochemistry, we coupled the climate model to a photochemical model using the methods described in Arney, et al. (69). The photochemical model is based on a 1-D model originally in Kasting, et al. (76) and significantly modernized as described in (77). This version of the model can simulate a range of atmospheric oxidation states ranging from extremely anoxic (pO2 = 10-14) to atmospheres with O2 as the dominant atmospheric constituent (66, 78, 79). When run in coupled mode, the photochemical model can pass profiles of radiatively active gases to the climate model, and the climate model can pass the temperature and water vapor profile to the photochemical model. The models iterate until convergence is reached. For the atmospheres shown here that include photochemistry, we use our early Earth template described in Arney, et al. (69), including the standard gas mixing ratios/boundary conditions and reactions provided in the supplemental online materials of Arney, et al. (69). The photochemical model is converged when redox is conserved and when a re-run	of	the	model	with	the	previous	run’s	final	state	as its initial conditions converges quickly (i.e. in < 50 timesteps). Fig. S24 shows a comparison between the coupled photochemical-climate model and the climate model fit. They match within a few degrees, and spot checks in other regions of parameter space match similarly well.   Note that for our photochemical coupling test, we did not examine parts of parameter space where photochemical haze may form from high levels of methane. For parts of parameter space where haze can form, i.e. for CH4/CO2 > 0.2 (80), our temperatures can be considered upper limits as haze formation cools the climate (68, 69). Photochemical haze would decrease the surface temperature of the planet, but the feedbacks explored here would then tend to increase atmospheric pCO2, which would both raise surface temperatures and enable hazes to clear by decreasing the CH4/CO2 ratio.   The climate and photochemical models are publicly available and accessible from https://github.com/VirtualPlanetaryLaboratory/atmos.  Supplementary Tables Supplementary Table 1 is described in the main text. Supplementary Table 2 shows all the initial values assumed in our model or ranges for variables that are uncertain. All other initial values are fully determined by the variables in this table.  
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Supplementary Figures 
 
 Fig. S1: Ratio of continental silicate weathering to seafloor weathering flux for the nominal model. Solid blue line is the median model output, and grey shaded region is the 95% confidence interval. On the modern Earth, the continental silicate weathering is much larger than the seafloor weathering sink, but at 4.0 Ga there is a high probability that the two fluxes were comparable.    
16    
Fig. S2: Validation against Sleep and Zahnle (13). Dashed blue lines are model outputs from Sleep and Zahnle (13), and grey shaded regions are the 95% confidence intervals from our model where we have simplified our parameterizations to match their assumptions (e.g. no change in continental land fraction, no biogenic enhancement of weathering, and seafloor weathering dependent on pCO2 with an arbitrary power law rather than pH and temperature-dependent kinetics). Black lines are the median outputs from our model. The two models are in broad agreement, which suggests the omission of surface reservoirs in our model is reasonable.    
17    
 Fig. S3: Nominal model outputs except that the seafloor weathering flux has been held constant. Subfigures (a)-(f), lines, and, shadings are the same as in Fig. 3. (d) Very high temperatures (~100°C) are possible without the seafloor weathering buffer. (b) Archean pCO2 was potentially several bar.     
18   
 Fig. S4: (A) Grey envelope shows 95% confidence interval of surface temperature from nominal model, whereas colored lines show 100 individual realizations (drawn from the total distribution of 10,000 model realizations). The median curve (black) shares similar variations to individual model realizations. (B) Same as (A) but plotting individual model realizations with a 4.0 Ga temperature within 2 K of the median model output. Temperature fluctuations in individual realizations may vary in magnitude compared to the median output.    
19   
 Fig. S5: (A) Relationship between atmospheric CO2 and pore space pH in our nominal model. The red shading is a 2D histogram showing the density of atmospheric CO2 and pore space pH combinations using all 10,000 nominal model runs. The blue black line is the best-fit linear regression to these outputs. The regression provides an approximate pCO2-pH relationship, which we use in (B) to demonstrate that the overall pCO2 dependence in our seafloor weathering parameterization is weaker than has been previously assumed. Here, the blue dashed lines show the weak and strong exponential dependencies of seafloor weathering on pCO2 assumed in Sleep and Zahnle (2001). The grey shaded region shows the effective pCO2 dependencies assumed in our model based on the regression in (A) and the experiments-based relationship between pore space pH and seafloor basalt dissolution.    
20   
 Fig. S6: The effect of temperature-dependent and CO2-dependent weathering feedbacks on buffering surface temperature. (A) In this case evolving solar luminosity is the only major variable driving carbon cycle evolution (land fraction, biological enhancement of weathering, and internal heat flow held constant). Envelopes represent extreme cases where both continental and seafloor weathering feedbacks have zero CO2-dependence (green) and CO2-dependencies at the maximum end of our assumed parameter ranges (red). Temperature is not exactly constant in the green case because secondary variables (e.g. sediment thickness) affect temperature slightly. (B) Comparison between the nominal model and the model with our temperature- and pH-dependent seafloor weathering parameterization replaced by the purely CO2-dependent parameterization from Sleep and Zahnle (exponent of 0.7).    
21   
 Fig. S7: Extreme endmember scenario with no Archean land and high Proterozoic and Archean methane abundances (100 ppm and 1% mixing ratios, respectively). Subfigures (a)-(f), lines, and, shadings are the same as in Fig. 3. (d) Even under this extreme scenario, Archean surface temperatures are likely temperate, with only a small probability of exceeding 50°C. This is because the temperature-dependent seafloor weathering flux (f) increases to balance the carbon cycle. The evolution of (a) ocean pH and (b) atmospheric pCO2 is comparable to the nominal model because the CO2 decrease from adding methane is roughly canceled by the CO2 increase from removing continents.     
22    
 Fig. S8: Large range of ocean calcium abundance evolutions imposed. Subfigures (a)-(f), lines, and, shadings are the same as in Fig. 3 except the (c) now shows imposed ocean Ca evolution. The evolution of most variables is the same as in the nominal model, except that (a) the ocean pH envelope is shifted downward. This is because at high calcium abundances, carbonate must be lower for the same saturation state, thereby shifting the carbonate equilibria to more acidic values. However, this model output is incomplete because it ignores changes in activity coefficients (see main text).    
23    
 Fig. S9: Large range of ocean calcium abundances imposed and activity coefficients for calcium and carbonate calculated using the Pitzer equations. Subfigures (a)-(f), lines, and, shadings are the same as in Fig. 3 except that (c) now shows imposed ocean Ca evolution. The evolution of all variables is very similar to the nominal model because the effects of high calcium abundance are offset by lowering activity coefficients (see main text).     
24    
 Fig. S10: Extreme warming from albedo changes where we have imposed +30 K surface warming in the Archean. Subfigures (a)-(f), lines, and, shadings are the same as in Fig. 3. (d) Surface temperature increase by less than 30 K in the Archean because there is a compensating decrease in (b) atmospheric pCO2 is similar to that described for imposing high atmospheric methane. (a) Ocean pH is much higher than our nominal model because of the lower pCO2. However, the mechanisms required to generate such large warmings from albedo changes are speculative, and so this scenario may not be realistic.    
25      
 Fig. S11: Extreme Archean outgassing sensitivity test where we have set m =2-3, thereby ensuring outgassing at 4.0 Ga extends up to 60x greater than the modern flux. Subfigures (a)-(f), lines, and, shadings are the same as in Fig. 3. Even in this extreme scenario, Archean surface temperatures were most likely temperate, with only a small probability of temperatures exceeding 50°C.   
26    
  Fig. S12: Extremely low Archean outgassing sensitivity test where we have assumed outgassing at 4.0 Ga is anywhere between 1x and 5x lower than the modern flux. Subfigures (a)-(f), lines, and, shadings are the same as in Fig. 3. In this extreme scenario, frozen climates are possible (~50% likelihood). But as we argue in Appendix C and the main text, dramatically lower Archean outgassing is unlikely.        
27  
Fig. S13: Same as Fig. S12 except that we have imposed high Proterozoic (0.01%) and high Archean (1%) methane. This avoids freezing the Archean climate with a high likelihood.   
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Fig. S14: Extreme biotic enhancement of weathering. Subfigures (a)-(f), lines, and, shadings are the same as in Fig. 3. Even with biof  ranging from 0.001 to 0.1 in the Archean (uniformly sampled in logspace), (d) surface temperatures are likely temperate. In this scenario (a) Ocean pH is acidic for most of Earth history, and (f) seafloor weathering is likely the dominant carbon sink. However, (b) atmospheric pCO2 significantly overshoots almost all proxies, which suggests this extreme biotic enhancement of continental weathering is unlikely.               
29    
 Fig. S15: Deep ocean temperature is not affected by changes in internal heat flow.  Subfigures (a)-(f), lines, and, shadings are the same as in Fig. 3. Model outputs are very similar to the nominal model except (f) Archean seafloor weathering is somewhat lower due to the lack of a contribution from a larger internal heat flow.    
30   
 Fig. S16: More conventional range for the temperature sensitivity of continental weathering, 
eT =5-15 K, as opposed to eT =10-40 K as in our nominal model.  Subfigures (a)-(f), lines, and, shadings are the same as in Fig. 3. Model outputs are very similar to the nominal model, except that the spread in Archean temperature and pH values are narrower.     
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Fig. S17: Contributions to Archean warmth. (A) shows median model outputs for the nominal model (black), and the model when only solar evolution is driving the carbon cycle and continental fraction, biological enhancement of weathering, and heat flow evolution are held constant (cyan). The other three cases are median outputs where continental growth (green), biological enhancement of weathering (blue), and internal heat flow evolution (red) are the only factors modulating solar evolution and weathering feedbacks. We observe that all three factors contribute a similar amount to Archean warmth, on average. (B) Comparison between the nominal model 95% confidence envelope (grey) and the same model where land fraction is held constant throughout Earth history (blue). The difference between the two envelopes is small, implying that temperate Archean temperatures are not solely attributable to reduced Archean land fraction.   
32      
 Fig. S18: Linear relationship between global mean surface temperature and deep ocean temperature, as determined by Global Circulation Model (GCM) outputs from the literature, and proxy data, updated from Krissansen-Totton and Catling (1). Full references for the plotted temperatures are provided in Appendix A. The Way, et al. (17) 1x and 16x points refer to different day lengths relative to the modern Earth. The deep ocean temperature for GCM outputs was taken to be the mean temperature of the deepest ocean layer (for bathtub oceans) or the mean temperature at the ocean-seafloor interface (for realistic bathymetry). The red regions are unphysical because the ocean is frozen or the deep ocean is warmer than the surface. The dotted line is the best fit to the proxies (gradient 0.96), and the grey shaded region is the range of D ST T  relationships considered in our model.      
33   
  Fig. S19: (a) Parameterized climate model used in this study, described by the polynomial in Appendix E. (b) Outputs of radiative convective model. The polynomial in (a) was created by fitting these outputs.                          
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  Fig. S20: Parameterization of activity coefficients used in sensitivity in analysis. The product of calcium and carbonate activity coefficients, relative to their modern values is plotted as a function of ocean calcium molality. The data points were calculated using the commercial aqueous chemistry package Aspen Plus (see Appendix C for details). These data points were then fitted with a 3rd order polynomial, and this polynomial was used to calculate relative activity coefficients went computing saturation states in our carbon cycle model.           
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Fig. S21: Comparison between the climate model used in this study (red) and 3D GCM simulating the Archean Earth (3.8 Ga) from Charnay, et al. (73) (black). We observe the climate models are very similar across the range of atmospheric CO2 values relevant to the Archean. The GCM has somewhat higher climate sensitivity than our model in this range, which suggests our model pCO2 values may be slightly overestimated.   
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 Fig. S22: (a) Parameterized climate model with 100 ppm methane, described by the polynomial in Appendix E. (b) Outputs of radiative convective model. The polynomial in (a) was created by fitting these outputs. Note that we do not attempt to extend the grid beyond 1 bar pCO2 because the carbon cycle model never explores this region of parameter space.     
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 Fig. S23: (a) Parameterized climate model with 1% methane, described by the polynomial in Appendix E. (b) Outputs of radiative convective model. The polynomial in (a) was created by fitting these outputs. Note that we do not attempt to extend the grid beyond 1 bar pCO2 because the carbon cycle model never explores this region of parameter space.      
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Fig. S24: Comparison of three climate model parameterizations (no methane, 1% methane, and 100 ppm) for relative insolation of 0.82. Our model outputs are comparable to those in Haqq-Misra, et al. (68), although with some minor differences because we are fitting a broad range of parameters. The red cross is a spot check with a coupled photochemical-climate model (69) for the 100 ppm methane case. It is slightly cooler than the nominal model without photochemistry because stratospheric water content is lower.  
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Supplementary Tables  Table S1: Parameter ranges  Variable Nominal model range (uniform distribution) Reference/explanation CO2-dependence continental silicate weathering,  0.1-0.5 (13, 39, 81) CO2-dependence continental silicate weathering,   0.1-0.5 (82) e-folding temp. dep. of cont. weathering, eT   (K) 10-40 Krissansen-Totton and Catling (1) and references therein. But see Appendix C for sensitivity tests using a more conventional range. Relative Archean land fraction, ArcheanL  * 0.1-0.75 Fig. 2a Time of continental growth, 
growt  (Ga)  2.0-3.0 Fig. 2a Precambrian relative weatherability, PrecambrianB  0.1-0.999 Fig. 2c Modern outgassing, modoutF   (Tmol C yr-1) 6-10 (82, 83) Modern carb. weathering, 
mod
carbF  (Tmol C yr-1) 7-14 (84, their table 2) Pore-space circulation time,   (kyr) 20 - 1000 (2, 85) Carbonate precip. Coefficient, 
n  1.0-2.5 (86) Modern seafloor dissolution relative to precipitation, x  0.5-1.5 (87). See Krissansen-Totton and Catling (1) for further explanation and justification Surface-deep temp. gradient, 
grada   0.75-1.4  Fig. S18 and accompanying discussion. pH dependence seafloor, J  0-0.5 Gudbrandsson, et al. (88) but see discussion in Krissansen-Totton and Catling (1). Temp. dependence seafloor, 
basE  (kJ mol-1) 60-100 (1, 3) Spreading rate dep., E   0.0-2.0 See methods Internal heat flow exponent, 
outn **  0-0.73 Fig. 2d Outgassing exponent, m   1.0-2.0 See methods Relative Archean sediment 0.2-1.0 See methods 
40  thickness, sedf   * For the model runs with no Archean land, we assume Archean 0.2L . ** For the no Archean land sensitivity test, model failure is slightly biased toward low heatflow exponent values. This was corrected by sampling the heatflow exponent to ensure the final distribution was uniform.  Table S2: Initial values or initial value ranges assumed in our model. Variable Initial value or initial range Reference Modern pore-space carbonate precipitation, modporeP   (Tmol C yr-1) 
0.45* (89)  
Modern seafloor dissolution, moddissF  (Tmol C yr-1) 0.225-0.675** (87)  Modern outgassing, 
mod
outF  (Tmol C yr-1) 6-10 (82, 83) Modern carb. Weathering, modcarbF  (Tmol C yr-1) 7-14 (84, their table 2) Preindustrial mean surface temperature, ST  (K) 
285 (39) 
Modern ocean pH 8.2 (90) Ocean Ca abundance (mMol kg-1) 10 (90) Preindustrial atmospheric pCO2 (ppm) 280 - *Because we are adopting wide ranges for modoutF  and modcarbF , it is unnecessary to include a range for modporeP  because its size relative to outgassing and weathering fluxes already encompasses a wide range (only the relative sizes of carbon cycle fluxes matter for predicting observable variables). **Here was assume mod moddiss poreF xP  where 0.5 to1.5 x . Coogan and Gillis (87) used a geochemical model of pore-space precipitation to show that at least 70% of pore-space precipitation is attributable to alkalinity release from basalt dissolution. Here we conservatively assume a lower limit of 50% instead. The upper limit is 150% to allow for the possibility that pore-space dissolution exceeds pore-space precipitation, and that the excess alkalinity is mixed into the ocean to form marine carbonates. 
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